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STONE OFFICES

I N T R O

At Stone Technical Services we aim to deliver 
a service that is second to none because we
recognise we are only as good as our last job. We
care, we’re passionate and we only ever expect to
provide the highest quality of workmanship. Our
culture, skills and experience are diverse and we
want to work for and together with you. We’re
interested in your problems - and we provide the
solutions.

Stone Technical Services is now one of the UK’s fastest-
growing restoration and high level maintenance firms.

As well as our HQ in Darlington, County Durham, we have
offices in Edinburgh, Cheshire, central London and in
Middlesex.

Stone Technical Services provides a variety of high level
maintenance, lightning conductor installation and
steeplejack services as well as restoration and masonry
refurbishment projects on churches, museums, clock
towers, castles, spires and historic buildings for a wide
range of organisations such as English Heritage and the
National Trust as well as for high profile buildings such as
Lincoln Castle, Ripon Cathedral, County Hall in Durham,
Westminster Abbey, St Paul’s Cathedral and the Royal
Courts of Justice.

Stone Technical Services’ highly-skilled team have
decades of experience of active on-site management and
working practices.

Dave Stone - Managing Director

At Stone Technical Services we aim to deliver
a service that is second to none because we
recognise we are only as good as our last job.

We care, we're passionate and we only ever
expect to provide the highest quality of
workmanship. Our culture, skills and
experience are diverse and we want to work
for and together with you. We're interested in
your problems - and we provide the solutions.

stone
technical services ltd



Restoration and Conservation

"Can I pass our sincere thanks to the team at Stone
Technical Services. They were very good to work with 
and clearly know what they're doing."
Philip Bolam, Conservation Manager, National Trust, Gibside

Wainhouse Tower
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Specialists in Building Restoration and Building Conservation

No two buildings or industrial structures are the same. Each has
individual characteristics, flaws and vulnerable areas that need bespoke
solutions. Our work takes us from restoring 300 year old cathedrals to
inspecting church steps and treads to entrances, or rebuilding a church
steeple. Each project requires a unique, specialised solution.

Westminster Abbey, The Royal Courts of Justice, Selfridges on Oxford
Street, Helmsley Castle in North Yorkshire, Lumley Castle in County
Durham, Wainhouse Tower in Halifax, St Paul's Cathedral and Lindisfarne
in Northumberland are just a handful of our recently completed projects.
Each had its individual challenges – and we met them!

Benefits of cost effective building maintenance and repair

Restoration of buildings such as steeple restoration to landmark
conservation by building maintenance experts nationwide.

Stone is one of the restoration and conservation industry’s leading
companies offering economic, efficient and effective solutions.

Benefits include:-
� Cost effective solutions inspecting high and awkward locations

without inconveniencing clients, services or operations.
� Efficient planning, effective design and sympathetic execution so

inspections, investigations and surveying are carried out in
conjunction with architects, surveyors and DAC's often as part of
quinquennial reports.

� Skilled craftsmen carry out the conservation and restoration of
building fabric and structures using traditional methods.

Historic Building Maintenance

Stone Technical carry out Historic building Maintenance on 
some of the UK's most iconic buildings.

Stone Technical Services carries out a variety of historic building
maintenance and historic building conservation works on some of the
UK’s most famous historic buildings including St Pauls Cathedral.

Our own craftsmen carry out the conservation and historic building
restoration of building fabric and structures sympathetically and
efficiently and using traditional methods in conjunction with
organisations such as the National Trust and English Heritage and
architects, surveyors, facility services companies and DACs.

We also offer ongoing building maintenance contracts which include
inspections of buildings and ongoing maintenance plans ensuring
defects are spotted early and repaired quickly saving you time and
money in the long term.

Services include: 
� Anchorage bolt testing
� Bird and Pest Control
� Canopy repairs and replacement
� External surveys
� General Roof Repairs
� Graffiti Removal
� Gutter cleaning and repairs

� High pressure water cleaning
� Lead work
� Lighting Repairs
� Lead Roof Repairs
� Load test
� Painting
� Window cleaning

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk

R e s t o r at i o n  a n d  C o n s e r vat i o n
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Recent examples include: 

Lindisfarne, Northumberland, Improvement and preservation
works as well as a maintenance survey for the National Trust to allow
for a budgeted program of works to cost effectively deal with the
external envelope and masonry, built on whinstone rock.

Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle, Working with Newcastle City Council,
Stone completed a range of repairs at the gallery, which dates back
to 1901 and is home to a large collection of art and sculpture,
including a full site roof survey to assess the long term maintenance
requirements, repairs due to water-logging, rope access to remove
vegetation from the dome, renewal of side door to provide access for
large exhibits and protective netting for loose masonry which is also
being restored.

Church Steeple, Tower and Spire Restoration

Church Restoration experts providing spire repair and steeple
restoration across the Nation.

Stone Technical Services carries out a variety of restoration and
conservation works on churches all over the UK.  

Our own craftsmen carry out the conservation and restoration of
building fabric and structures sympathetically and efficiently and
using traditional methods ensuring there is little or no disruption to
community and church life.

Stone Technical Services also carried out steeple, spire and tower
restoration on masonry, ironwork, weathervanes and rainwater
systems.

Recent examples include: 

St Laurence, York - rebuilding of the church’s spire and re-roofing
of the Lady Chapel which is home to a Jacobean alter table and
parish chest dating back to 1701. Stone also completed repair work
on the stained glass windows at St Laurence’s.

St James’s Parish Church, Thorpe Thewles, Stockton-on-Tees -
Stone rebuilt the top of the spire and preserved the old
stonemasonry which specialists at the company then used to make
tea light holders and paperweights. All of the money raised is being
donated back to St James’s to top up church funds. In addition to
renovation work on the spire, Stone also rejuvenated and gold-leaf
gilded the weather cockerel which can now be seen for miles around.

Historic Building Restoration

Stone services provide effective historic building restoration 
and ancient monument conservation Nationwide.

Our own craftsmen carry out the conservation and restoration of
building fabric structures sympathetically and efficiently, using 
traditional methods.

We work in conjunction with organisations such as the National Trust
and English Heritage and architects, surveyors, facility services
companies and DACs on a variety of projects ranging from
vegetation control, leadworks and masonry repair to complete
refurbishment and lightning protection.
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Bridge Repairs

Stone Services are experts in Bridge repair and bridge
conservation work in the North East.

Stone Refurbishment's highly-skilled team has decades of experience
of carrying out a variety of bridge repairs whether the structures are
concrete, stone, steel or listed. 

Services include:
� Concrete repairs
� Emergency making-safe repairs
� Major refurbishments and restorations
� Upgrading and general maintenance
� Thermal imaging surveys
� Cathodic protection
� Stone Services highly-skilled team of bridge repair experts 

always put 100% into their work as seen on TV

Safety, experience and skills you can rely on
Stone Refurbishment has a skilled team of CSCS Heritage Masons,
accredited to the highest industry standards by the Construction Skills
Certification Scheme.

Public safety is a top priority and we work with a range of organisations
to install safety barriers and a specialist access systems, where
required.

Recent projects
Sutton Bridge, North Yorkshire, July 2010 - Stone Refurbishment was
praised for its efficient completion of repair and restoration work on the
bridge, which links the towns of Elvington in North Yorkshire and 
Sutton-on-Derwent in East Riding.

The project had to be completed during a 21-day bridge closure
period to minimise disruption for local people. The Grade II listed
bridge was damaged during the winter months following a road
accident and, at the time, Stone Technical Services carried out
emergency repairs to make the bridge safe. However, the bridge also
required general restoration and refurbishment of its damaged
structure so Stone was given the 21 day period to complete the
project, which proved controversial in the local area as the bridge
closure affected many local businesses in the two small towns.

The project was carried out manually, due to its delicate structure, with
the mainstay of the repair and restoration project involving the erection
of a making safe stage to make the bridge structure safe to work on
and also the installation of public safety barriers. And, as structural
integrity was paramount for Sutton Bridge, specialist stainless steel ties
had to be installed to offer long-term protection from the severe
conditions often faced by the Grade II- listed bridge.

Stone Technical Services worked alongside East Riding Council,
structural engineers Mason Clark from Leeds, York-based historic
architects Ferrey and Mennim and Morrison Construction.

During the work, specific periods of time were set aside for pedestrians
to freely cross the bridge on foot and, during the middle of the day, a
free shuttle bus was provided between the two village halls.

Arrangements were also put in place to allow a number of charity cycle
rides and races over the bridge to go ahead as long as the council had
advanced warning of their arrival.

Speaking about the recent work, managing director, Dave Stone said,
“Sutton Bridge was a very sensitive project as it affected so many local
people and businesses. Efficiency and safety were paramount so,
working with the other partners on the project, we had to make sure
the work was carried out sensitively and delivered on time which, we’re
pleased to say, happened and the bridge has now been restored to its
former Grade II glory."

Sutton Bridge, Elvington - East Riding Council 



Ancient Monuments

Ancient monument restoration and monument repairs nationwide.

Our craftsmen carry out the conservation and restoration of building fabric
and structures using traditional methods, working in conjunction with
organisations such as the National Trust and English Heritage and architects,
surveyors, facility services companies and DACs. All projects benefit from our
efficient planning, effective design and sympathetic execution.

Recent work ranges from high-level surveys, rope access and major
restoration and renovation projects to general maintenance, lead repairs and
sensitive lightning protection installation schemes.

Tower and Spire Restoration

Tower Repairs, Tower Restoration and Conservation on churches all
over London and the UK. 

Our experienced team provides efficient planning, effective design and
sympathetic execution working in conjunction with architects, surveyors,
facility services companies and DACs.

Our projects include church steeple, tower and spire restoration to masonry,
ironwork, weathervanes and rainwater systems on buildings such as
Selfridges in London, St Paul’s Cathedral, the Royal Courts of Justice and
churches around the UK.

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk

Church Steeple Restoration

Stone Technical Services is a leader in the field of
restoration and conservation, working on some of the
UK’s best known churches and landmarks.

Church Steeple Restoration requires considerate and efficient
planning, effective design and sympathetic execution.

Our own skilled craftsmen carry out inspections and
restorations of high and awkward structures using traditional
methods without inconveniencing clients, services or
operations.

Services include: 
� Church steeple, tower and spire restoration to masonry, 

ironwork, weathervanes and rainwater systems
� Repair, restoration and conservation of ancient monuments
� Vegetation control
� Rope access
� Repair, restoration and conservation 
� Leadwork - renewals and maintenance

stone
technical services ltd
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Royal Grammar School Guildford
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Royal Courts of  Justice



Lead Work

Church Roof Lead Protection Security System.

Protect your church roof or historic building from lead theft.

We can now Protect your church roof or historic building from lead theft
and other expensive materials including copper lightning conductors
and lead rainwater pipes.

Lead theft from church roofs is on the increase but Stone Services,
working in association with Vipa UK Ltd. who have designed and now
manufacture the VIPA DEFENDA UNIT, can install these units giving you
piece of mind that the metal on the church roof is protected giving you
piece of mind that your lead is protected from thieves.

This unit is specifically designed to combat metal theft from roofs
including churches and historical buildings.

Key features include:

� Totally Discreet System
� Can be installed within 10 minutes
� Can be installed as part of a building maintenance 

(link to inspections) check
� 8 hour charge lasts 6 months
� Can be installed internally or externally
� Built in video that saves to SD Card
� Built in intruder notification

On detection of an intruder, the unit will seize a telephone network
connection and inform you of their presence, and the unit will also
record the incident (video) onto a supplied SD CARD where the
information can be easily retrievable and used as evidence with the
supplied software.

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk
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Royal Courts of  Justice



“I was extremely impressed with both the quality of the
workmanship and the professionalism shown

throughout the company. The projects were diverse and
at times demanding, especially in terms of access. 

I would happily recommend them for future projects."

Nigel Gammon, Company Surveyor, Merchant Taylor Hall (London)

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
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Stone has a highly-skilled team of Facilities Management
experts who work on everything from private and business
dwellings to some of the UK’s most important landmarks and
historic tourist attractions.

We work with a range of clients in both the public and private
sectors including housing associations, builders and developers,
local authorities, English Heritage, the National Trust, the NHS,
Network Rail and British Waterways, to name just a few.

Stone can help with a range of Facilities Management projects;
large and small scale, whether you need gutters cleaning, signs
dismantling, roof repairs or anything in between, no job is too big or
too small for our team!

Benefits of Facilities Management and Special Projects

Why choose us? Put simply, we’ll get the job done on time and on
budget.

Stone Technical Services is a UK leader in providing economic,
efficient and effective solutions to all your Facilities Management
needs.

Just three simple reasons to choose Stone - a solid guarantee: -
� Our time-served tradesmen are highly experienced
� We offer efficient planning, effective design and sympathetic

execution
� We provide economic solutions- delivered on time to your exact

specifications

Facade Cleaning

Stone Technical Services carries out facade cleaning on a
range of stone and brickwork buildings and structures, using
the most current products and methods, always with an
environmentally friendly approach.

We carry out both stone and brickwork facade cleaning on all
historic and modern buildings/structures such as churches,
hospitals, memorials and statues. 

We use sensitive methods and environmentally-friendly cleaning
agents to ensure your building is protected. Our services include
the removal of surface contaminates- such as carbon, algae growth
and build up- and general cleaning to remove grease and oils
caused by pollution.

Join Inspection Specialists

Joint inspection specialists provide a solution to your issues
before they become a major problem. Sophisticated joint
work is sometimes required following an inspection to allow
your stone or brickwork to adapt to variable weather
conditions.

Our joint inspection specialists provide a skilled inspection
programme which identifies problems so that we can then offer a
solution with a targeted approach to repairs and renewals. 

F A C I L I T I E S  M A N A G E M E N T

We offer a range of expansion joints to prevent aggressive salt water,
chemicals and carbon emissions from entering stone or brick work
which could develop into a much bigger issue potentially causing
corrosion to concrete and steel elements, compromising long term
durability.

Crack Stitching

Crack Stitching provides stability and repairs your cracked
masonry. Our specialists always work to your specific needs to
create a bespoke solution. Quality and sustainability are the
foundations for all of our projects.

Crack stitching is a method of repairing and stabilising cracked
masonry, using heavy-duty helical bars (8kN+). This 6mm diameter
wall crack stitching reinforcement offers extra performance compared
to other helical bar type products by significantly increasing the
shear, tensile and flexural strength of cracked masonry walls.

The hi-fin design on our crack stitching also makes the Thor Helical
Remedial products ideal for grouting into mortar beds to
retrospectively reinforce distressed masonry and to control cracking
by distributing forces back into the structure. The various Thor Helical
remedial sections are directly proportionate to one another, providing
opportunity for cross correlation of performance characteristics to be
used in specification design. 

Car Park Maintenance 

Stone’s specialists can provide a range of effective solutions
to car park maintenance. We offer a variety of methods to
ensure your car park is maintained to the highest standard.

Stone offers a wide scope of maintenance services, producing
quality results each time. We understand that each project will have
various barriers and targets, but our specialists can provide a
solution to each problem.

Our experts specialise in a variety of maintenance projects, including:
- repairing potholes in both tarmac and concrete surfaces, installation
and repair of mastic/movement joints, installation of line markings for
all car park bays, weather maintenance and soft landscaping

Fencing and Gate Services

Stone specialists provide fencing and gate services to sectors
including schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, arenas,
stadiums and many more.

Stone fencing and gate services ensure you receive the most
appropriate service to meet your needs. Our in-house specialists
examine the perimeter area and recommend the most suitable fence
or gate to match your needs and surroundings. 

Stone can install security fencing for sensitive areas, any steel
fencing, timber fencing and stiles barrier fencing for emergency
areas. We provide fencing and gate services to sectors including
schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, arenas, stadiums and
plenty more.
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Concrete Repairs

Stone offers all aspects of concrete repair, ranging from
specification surveys to contract design and management. We
work closely with the industry’s leading manufactures offering
advice ona range of different types of projects.

Stone Technical Services has a UK-wide reputation for preserving,
repairing and caring for concrete structures of all shapes, sizes,
heights and locations.

Our experts work on everything from specification surveys, to concrete
design and management schemes on a range of structures, including
churches and historic buildings, National Trust and English Heritage
properties, war memorials, private dwellings, hospitals, shopping
centres, car parks, schools and bridges.

Lambeth Palace



www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk
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Decorating

Stone provides a high quality decorating service for both
interior and exterior projects, with a dedicated team of 
time-served experts.

We offer an exceptional decorating service for any project- interior or
exterior- with the necessary skills to complete the most awkward of
jobs whether on a commercial or listed building using specialist rope
techniques. 

Bespoke Fabrication

Bespoke Fabrication is specially engineered by Stone’s experts
to create an individual solution. We can perform a wide range of
fabrication services to help suit your needs.

Our highly-experienced team of designers, sheet metal workers 
and welders pride themselves on providing precision engineering to
the highest possible standard.  We provide bespoke fabrication in
steel and stainless steel and can produce decorative fencing,
decorative gates, internal and external handrails, ladder access and
window grills.

High Level Window Cleaning

Here at Stone we can provide window cleaning services for tall
or awkward buildings to preserve the image and cleanliness of
the building.

Our specially trained experts use abseiling techniques and pulley
based systems to reach those high structure windows or 
those set at an awkward angle. We regularly work on tower blocks,
churches, stadiums, railway stations, universities, colleges 
and schools.

Grounds Maintenance 

Stone help to maintain the upkeep of public or private spaces.
We can provide rubbish removal, one off tidy-ups, gardening,
weed control, environmental control plant displays and removal
of Japanese Knotweed.

Stone’s grounds maintenance team will ensure your grounds are
maintained or regenerated to meet your needs. Our varied grounds
maintenance service is second to none and we offer a range of
services including rubbish removal, one off tidy-ups, gardening, weed
control, environmental control plant displays and removal of Japanese
Knotweed.

Specialist Coatings 

Our specialist coatings offer concrete structures and masonry
exceptional protection against erosion and water ingress. Our
skilled technicians use the most enhanced technology to get
the best results.

As masonry repair experts, Stone can offer a range of specialist
coatings to protect concrete from erosion and water ingress which will
not only extend the lifespan of the structure, but also add to its
aesthetics.

Our technicians use a thin-screed application providing a fair-faced
finish which also offers an enhanced freeze/thaw resistance and
protection from water ingress, acid gasses and chlorides.

All materials are supplied by the industry’s highest-regarded
engineers, offering outstanding levels of protection at cost effective
prices.
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Iron Restoration

Our specialists complete iron restoration projects on a range of historic
buildings, working sensitively to respect the nature of your structure.

Stone works on a number of iron restoration projects in both the heritage and
contemporary fields, including the repair and refurbishment of hand rails, balustrades,
gates, facades, gutters and ornamental structures.

Our team uses specialist materials, specially-matched to the needs of each project.
Sustainability and preserving the original nature of the building or structure is always
our priority.

White Lion Court City of London



www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk
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Roofing Works

Roofing repair and maintenance services
providing a cost-effective, long term
solution whether you require inspections
and alterations, repairs to spalling
masonry and guttering or correcting
misalignment, erosion and corrosion.

We carry out specialised roofing works
throughout the UK on a range of buildings. 

Following inspection, our specialists provide
the best solution for your needs to ensure
sustainability and efficiency.

The various roofing 
services we provide are:
� Roof Light Renewal- an eco-friendly

procedure encouraging natural day light
into the building reducing the need for
lighting. 

� Single Ply Roofing- a lightweight, 
pre-fabricated solution which provides
waterproofing and insulation, making the
material cost effective and easy to install. 

� Guttering and Rain Water Systems- 
repair, maintenance and upgrading
guttering and water systems are vital to
keep a roof water tight and sustainable.
Our experts can advise on the best
method to suit your building.

� Cladding Refurbishment- our roofing
experts will provide you with a detailed
survey to provide you with the best solution
for any interior or exterior cladding and any
building or roofing issues

� Felt Roofing- an effective method of
waterproofing a roof simply using various
layers of felt to provide a water-tight seal to
prevent any rain water from entering. Our
team uses traditional and effective 
torch-applied techniques as well as an
alternative ‘cold applied’ felt roofing for
organisations with a ‘no flame’ policy for
insurance purposes.

� Slate Roofing- whether you require a
modern or traditional style, Stone provides
the highest quality products to safeguard
appearance and efficiency throughout. 

Royal Courts of Justice  



Lightning protection

“Works were completed within well 
planned timescales and communication
throughout the contract was excellent from 
both office and engineer personnel."

Richard Beach,  QS/Account Manager Calbarrie

St Paul’s Cathedral

Stone Technical Services Ltd, the main contractor in
Lightning Protection to the Clerk of  the works for
the past 20 years.
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Selfridges, London
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Stone Technical Services are experts in the field of lightning
protection.

We operate all over the UK working with local councils, prestigious
architects, chemical giants and organisations such as English
Heritage and the National Trust.

Lightning can strike anywhere but there are buildings and
structures which are at a greater risk. These include: -
� Tall and high-rise buildings and structures
� Historic buildings, such as churches and abbeys
� Oil refineries
� Explosives factories
� Chemical plants

To determine whether you require lightning protection, or to decide
on the level required, you must carry out a risk assessment in line
with BSEN 62305:2008, which is a new four part standard
introduced in September 2008 making rules governing lightning
protection installation much more stringent.

At Stone Technical Services we use in-house risk analysis software
to quickly and easily determine if your building needs a lightning
protection system.

Benefits of Stone Lightning Protection

Specialists in effective lightning protection systems,
protecting buildings from lightning strikes throughout the UK

You are getting the combined knowledge and expertise, gained
over 30 years, of our engineers who are experts in the field of
lightning protection.
� Bespoke design
� Cost effective installation
� Industry recognised and accredited certification
� Long term, reliable maintenance
� Annual testing
� Peace of mind

Stone is leading the way in the lightning protection industry.

As we are at the forefront of training and development
programmes, you can be assured and confident that all work will
be carried out in line with strict new guidelines which came into
force in 2008.

We offer safety training for lightning protection schemes in line with
the new regulations and also new risk assessment and designs for
regulations to BS EN 62305:2008.
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Risk Assessment

Lightning protection risk assessments are a key
element in ensuring the right level of protection is
provided against the risk of a potential lightning strike
on a building or structure.

To determine whether you require lightning protection, or to
decide on the level required, it is recommended that a risk
assessment in line with BSEN 62305:2008 is carried out.

Our BSI-accredited risk analysis software efficiently
determines if your building needs a lightning protection
system. This software required client input to determine site
specific requirements and collation of information. Lightning
can strike anywhere and there are buildings and structures
which may be at greater risk, such as tall and high-rise
buildings and structures, historic buildings, oil refineries,
explosives factories and chemical plants. 

System Configuration

At Stone Technical Services we recognise the need to design
practical solutions to suit your lightning protection needs which
interfere as little as possible with the appearance of your building. 

Our lightning protection designers and engineers always work to ensure
our systems are made to suit your building, often unseen from the ground.

We strive to ensure that work is scheduled to take place to fit around the
workings of your building, being delivered on time and on budget.

All of our lightning protection systems comply with relevant standards and
require regular testing and inspection. 
We provide a comprehensive testing and maintenance schedule to ensure
any defects are observed and corrected to offer you peace of mind.

Installation

All lightning protection system installations are
carried out in accordance with the most stringent
health and safety guidelines and we always strive to
meet your required deadlines.

Projects are coordinated by Stone Technical Services’
contracts team, who ensure that work progresses within 
the required schedules with little or no disruption, where
possible. 

Risk assessments and method statements are produced to
comply with the latest C.D.M requirements and full COSHH
data is provided. 

All our site engineers are registered C.I.T.B certified and 
all of our lightning protection systems comply with current
standards. We provide a comprehensive testing and
maintenance with compliant test certifications.

Lightning Protection EWI

External wall insulation (EWI) is used to improve a
building’s energy efficiency, keeping walls dry and warm
and helping to reduce energy and maintenance bills.

EWI is used on a range of buildings from traditional housing 
to tower blocks thanks to its exceptional weather-proofing
properties. Stone Technical Services works with a number 
of nationwide INCA approved EWI contractors to install
sympathetic lightning protection systems, using market-
leading products to ensure the integrity of the EWI is
maintained.

As well as helping to reduce maintenance costs and energy
bills, EWI can also help increase the value of a property.

Stone provides all types of thermal fixings to allow for the
installation of lightning protection systems to thermally
insulated buildings.



www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk
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Continuity and Soil Resistance

Stone Technical Services carries out ground resistivity surveys
to measure the capacity of the ground for efficiently passing
an electrical current. 

Soil quality can vary greatly depending on depth and across a wide
lateral area. Estimation of soil resistivity based on soil classification
provides only a rough approximation. Therefore, actual resistivity
measurements are required to fully qualify the resistivity and its
effects on the overall transmission system. 

Several methods of resistivity measurement can be employed to
ascertain ground conditions, all of which we can offer.

Annual Testing and Inspection

Stone Technical Services operates all over the UK working with
a wide range of clients such as councils, architects, chemical
giants and historic buildings. 

Lightning protection systems require regular testing and inspection to
ensure their compliance with the relevant standards.

Stone’s lightning protection engineers carry out in-depth visual
surveys 
of systems and test the conductor’s continuity and resistance to
earth, providing you with a comprehensive report of findings detailing
any remedial work that may be needed to ensure you meet legal
requirements.

We provide a full testing and maintenance schedule to ensure any
defects are observed and corrected to offer you peace of mind.

All our work is carried out in line with all current industry standards
and guidelines.

Repair and Maintenance

Stone Technical Services’ contracts team co-ordinate all repair 
and maintenance projects, ensuring that work progresses within
required schedules and any repairs are carried out effectively 
and efficiently.

All of our lightning protection systems comply with relevant standards and
require regular testing to determine and necessary repairs to ensure they
are maintained to the designed level of protection. We provide a full testing
and maintenance schedule to ensure any defects are observed and
corrected to offer you peace of mind.

All our work is carried out in line with all current industry standards and
guidelines.

Risk assessments for operations and method statements are produced 
to comply with the latest C.D.M requirements and full COSHH data is
provided. All our site engineers are registered C.I.T.B certified. 

Design

As lightning protection designers, we’ve been trusted to protect
some of the most historic and commercially sensitive buildings in
the UK- everything from the Royal Courts of Justice and St Paul’s
Cathedral to churches, schools and housing developments.

Our experts understand the need to design practical lightning protection
systems that respect the appearance and function of your building. 

Thanks to our skills, risk assessment accreditation, state-of-the-art software
and experience, supported by intensive training processes and ATLAS
membership, we can work to reducing the visual impact of your lightning
protection system and ensure that it is completed on time, on budget and
with little or no disruption.

All of our lightning protection systems are risk assessed and designed to
comply with current standards.



Edinburgh



building condition surveys

"I have found that Stone Technical Services have a good
sound knowledge of building conservation skills, and were
very helpful in working closely with the client's needs and

requirements, worked within budgets and within time scales."

Stewart McPherson ACIOB, Building Surveyor, National Trust
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Stone Technical Services carry a complete service to
compliment dedicated requirements of Architect Inspection,
Heritage Surveys, Building Maintenance and Tower surveys.

Heritage Surveys

As leaders in the field of restoration and conservation, Stone
Technical Services carries out building condition surveys on
some of the UK’s best known landmarks, churches and
cathedrals.

Our experienced team provides efficient planning, effective design
and sympathetic execution working in conjunction with architects,
surveyors, facility services companies and DAC's.

Stone's own craftsmen carry out the inspection and, if required, the
restoration of historic structures using traditional methods without
inconveniencing clients, services or operations.

Stone Technical Services works closely with architects and
organisations, such as English Heritage and the National Trust, to
allow detailed reports to be compiled for effective planning and to
allow projects to be completed fuss-free and to deadlines.

Some of our previous clients include:
� St Marie's Cathedral, Sheffield
� Hexham Abbey
� St Pauls Cathedral

Formulated Heritage building condition surveys are tailored to clients'
required formats and processes which results in a smooth transition
between clients and survey teams.

Stone Technical Services can save you money - our building
condition surveys are essential to help you plan your maintenance
programs to reduce costs in the long term.

Building Maintenance Surveys

Condition surveys are essential to allow for the planning of
building maintenance programs on any type of building,
modern or historic, public or private.

Periodic surveys are the key element in the prevention of costly works
which can be avoided by forward planning. Our thorough knowledge
of many structures allows us to carry out cost-effective surveys
providing you with the time and information to plan a strategy to suit
your budget.

As leaders in our field, Stone Technical Services carries out condition
surveys on some of the UK's best known landmarks as well as
buildings such as car parks, shopping centres, housing and schools.

Our experienced team provides efficient planning, effective design
and sympathetic execution working in conjunction with architects,
surveyors, facility services companies and DAC's.

Stone's own craftsmen carry out the inspection and, if required, any
building maintenance without inconveniencing clients, services or
operations.

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk

B u i l d i n g  c o n d i t i o n  s u r v e y s

Some of our previous clients include:
� Lindisfarne Castle
� Windsor Castle
� Bridge House, Newcastle
� Royal Grammar School, Guilford
� Lambeth Palace
� St Leonards, Shoreditch

Formulated surveys are tailored to your required formats which
results in a smooth transition between clients and survey teams.

Stone Technical Services can save you money - our condition surveys
are essential to help you plan your maintenance programs to reduce
costs in the long term.

Architect Inspection

Stone Technical Services works closely with architects to
provide verification of conditions and details to allow you to
produce working drawings, specifications and material types
and grades. We work closely with architects and consultancies
to meet these requirements for a range of projects large and
small.

Stone Technical Services' expert survey team is essential to this
process especially when access and close building inspections are
not readily available.

As leaders in the field of restoration and conservation, Stone
Technical Services carries out condition surveys on some of the UK's
best known landmarks and structures.

Our own craftsmen carry out the inspection and, if required, the
restoration of historic structures using traditional methods without
inconveniencing clients, services or operations.

Stone Technical Services works closely with architects and
organisations, such as English Heritage and the National Trust, to 
allow detailed Architect Building Inspection reports to be compiled 
for effective planning and to allow projects to be completed fuss-free
and to deadlines.

Some of our previous clients include:
� Brompton Oratory, London
� Lambeth Palace, London - Richard Griffiths Architects
� Windsor Parish Church - Cliveden Conservation
� Gibside Estate Monument, Northumberland - National Trust
� City Pool and St Thomas School, Newcastle - Newcastle City 

Council

Formulated surveys are tailored to architects' required formats and
processes which results in a smooth transition between clients and
survey teams.

stone
technical services ltd
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Some of our previous clients include:

� Wimbledon train depot (lighting towers)
� Stoodley Pike, Yorkshire (ancient monument)
� Centenary Mill, Preston
� Woodforde Mill, Oxon

Formulated surveys are tailored to your required formats which
results in a smooth transition between clients and survey teams.

Stone Technical Services can save you money - our tower condition
surveys are essential to help you plan your maintenance programs
to reduce costs in the long term.

Tower Surveys

Stone Technical Services are specialists in working at height
and on awkward structures. We carry out detailed tower
condition surveys on everything from water tower surveys and
floodlight systems to industrial chimneys and masts.

Tower condition surveys are essential to allow for the planning of
maintenance programs on any type of structure.

Periodic surveys are the key element in the prevention of costly works
which can be avoided by forward planning. Our thorough knowledge of
many structures allows us to carry out cost-effective surveys providing
you with the time and information to plan a strategy to suit your budget.

Our experienced team provides efficient planning, effective design and
sympathetic execution working in conjunction with architects,
surveyors, facility services companies and DAC's.

Stone's own craftsmen carry out the inspection and, if required, any
maintenance without inconveniencing clients, services or operations.



"We are impressed with the system installed at our building ,
The Discovery Museum, and are pleased to say that 
our operatives are now protected."

Derek Irwin, Facilities Building Co-ordinator, 
The Discovery Museum, Newcastle

safety systems 
and fixed solutions

Humber Bridge
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Stone Technical Services is an approved installer of QBM,
Capital Safety systems and Sperian systems.

We will send a specialist engineer to assess the risks on your site
and recommend a solution to fit your exact requirements.

Whether you require a permanent or temporary solution, we deliver
everything from harnesses and lanyards to the most advanced
safety systems designed to suit your specific needs and budget.

Stone works all over the UK in a variety of sectors including: -
� Churches and historic buildings
� Industrial factories and plants
� Military and institutional establishments
� Chimneys and tall structure

Tailor-made Solutions

A specialist engineer is available to assess the risks on your site,
and recommend a solution to fit your precise requirements.

Maximum peace of mind

Not only do our products conform to all the necessary European
and International safety standards, they by far exceed them.
Approved to ISO9001.

Systems to suit all structures... and requirements

Flexibility is crucial when specifying a system. Stone supplies fall
protection systems to suit all applications and requirements.
Extremely versatile, they can be attached to both new and existing
structures - and a range of innovative bracket options and
components means they can incorporate corners, inclines, and
both horizontal and vertical sections. If required, we can also use
Windows-based modelling software to develop systems for special
applications, unusual structures or extreme conditions.

Maximum choice

We supply the widest range of height safety products on the market -
from harnesses and lanyards to the most advanced safety systems,
designed to suit your specific needs and budget.

Protection for your workers, and your building

It's vital your system does not cause damage to the structure or building
it's attached to. For this reason, we install systems to be discreet and
completely unobtrusive. A wide range of adjustable brackets means they
can be attached to most types of roofs without penetrating the structure,
protecting warranties offered by roofing manufacturers

QBM Soter Safety Line System

QBM have over 2 generations of experience supplying and
installing fasteners, and know how they perform!

Exhaustive tests have proven that the stitching screws can be prone to
stripping from thin outer sheets, some may never get close to their
designed 'pull out' performance. Intermediate brackets feature additional
attachment points to allow operatives to pass on the system. The Slyder
personal attachment device, allows access and egress anywhere on the
line. Glides smoothly around the system and across all other
components. Adjustable Corner unit and tube, from 45° to 179° 'Green
Roof' post - available in different heights to ensure line is clear of various
growing, mediums and not a trip hazard. Standing seam 'clamp' is easier
and quicker to install. Post sits lower on the sheet, reducing pull off load
on to the outer sheet.

Fastener performance is governed by:
� Drill point geometry vs. thread diameter
� Which substrate they are installed into
� How they are installed

The new SOTER Posts have only 4 structural rivets penetrating 
the outer sheet. Less drilling means greater air tightness!

S a f e t y  S y s t e m s  a n d  f i x e d  
s o l u t i o n s

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk
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Fall Arrest

Stone Technical Services prides itself on being the market leader in the manufacture
and supply of fall arrest equipment, offering unrivalled levels of protection to people
working at height.

Stone Technical Services designs, installs and maintains all aspects of fall arrest systems,
meeting statutory requirements HSE SR15, EN353/2, 363, 795 and 1263. 

As well as working on high structures, we also carry out work on access walkways and 
fixed ladders. 

Our specialist engineers assess the risks on your site and recommend a solution to fit your
requirements. Whether you need a permanent or temporary solution, we can deliver everything
from harnesses and lanyards to the most advanced safety systems designed to suit your
specific needs and budget. 

Rope Access

Safety is Stone Technical Services’ top priority in all aspects of high level
maintenance. We pride ourselves on our outstanding safety record. 

Stone Technical Services has a wide range of high-tech equipment, allowing our skilled
engineers to safely access and inspect high or awkward locations with little or no disruption 
to the client.

Our rope access services include: 
� Vegetation control
� Masonry conservation
� Repair or restoration of ancient monuments and historic buildings

All our surveys include video, CCTV and photographic evidence and presentation reports.



Steeplejack Services

"Thank you for your outstanding work. 
It has been a pleasure working with you 
all and I wish you all the best in the future."

Ian Fry, Principal Contractor H&S,  Royal Courts of  Justice

Lindisfarne
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Stone Steeplejacks are building restoration and
refurbishment experts providing repair on prestigious
buildings throughout the nation.

Stone Technical Services’ steeplejacks are traditionally linked with
church spire maintenance and working on high structures as well
as in the heritage and conservation fields.

Stone's highly-qualified team of steeplejacks are also skilled
operatives trained to CITB and CSCS trade qualified standards
and carry out inspection works and refurbishment repairs to all
types of chimney stacks.

Stone specialises in all aspects of high level maintenance and
steeplejack services including a variety of restoration and
masonry refurbishment projects on churches, museums, clock
towers, castles, spires and historic buildings around the UK.

As well as working with high profile architects around the UK,
Stone also carries out projects for organisations such as the
National Trust and English Heritage.

Benefits of Steeplejacks

We can restore and repair high rise building structures such as
church steeples and bridge repair throughout the nation.

Stone Technical Services has a skilled and experienced team of
steeplejacks working on everything from church spire
maintenance to shafts and flare stacks.

Stone's highly-qualified team of steeplejacks are skilled
operatives trained to CITB and CSCS trade qualified standards
and carry out inspection works and refurbishment repairs to all
types of chimney stacks.

Inspections by Stone Technical Services engineers are carried
out to ATLAS inspection criteria along with GS53 steel chimney
HSE standards.

Stone Technical Services specialises in all aspects of high level
maintenance and steeplejack services including a variety of
restoration and masonry refurbishment projects on churches,
museums, clock towers, castles, spires and historic buildings
around the UK.

Stone Technical Services provides: -
� Time-served craftsmen who are highly experienced in carrying

out the conservation and restoration of building fabric and
structures sympathetically and efficiently using traditional
methods.

� Efficient planning, effective design and sympathetic execution
so inspections, investigations and surveying are carried out in
conjunction with architects, surveyors and DAC's often as part
of quinquennial reports.

� Economic solutions which include the accessing and
inspecting of high and awkward locations without
inconveniencing clients, services or operations. We also report,
log and record the conditions encountered.

www.stonetechnicalgroup.co.uk

S t e e p l e j a c k  S e r v i c e s

Brick Chimney Maintenance

As most chimney stacks are ageing, they need inspection to
maintain their structural stability.

Stone Technical Services carries out inspections to external brickwork to
examine movement to bed joints, fissures and deterioration of mortar.

Brick chimneys are no longer as common but, where in use, need
regular maintenance.

Our experts complete a host of repairs including replacement and
remedial repair of internal sectional refractory of brick work linings,
inspection of gas seals between corbel set-backs and any following
repairs and brickwork re-pointing.

Other services include: 
� Repairs to step cracking (Halifax approved Contractor) 
� Fabrication and erection of external restraining steelwork 
� Painting systems 
� Steel lining replacement and repair 
� Lightning Protection to new BS EN 62305:2008 

standards and Cenelec Codes

stone
technical services ltd
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Steel Chimney Maintenance

Annual maintenance inspections on steel
chimneys and flare stacks are a vital
aspect of their upkeep to ensure their
safe operation, because of both their
height and the nature of their
construction.

Stone Technical Services inspections and
maintenance programmes exceed industry
guidelines and are fully-compliant with HSE
GS53.

Our NDT thickness tests are important for
plate work and chimney stack fibre, including
welds, bolts to flanges, base plate mountings
and - if the structure is free-standing - support
steel work and guy rope systems.

Inspection and maintenance services
include: 
� Fabrication and erection of roll ring damper

systems 
� Surface preparation 
� Painting 
� Welding fabrication 
� Aluminium cladding 
� Insulation 
� Guy wire servicing, wind load calculations,

renewals 
� Refractory repairs and rebuilds 
� Steel linings 
� Lightning Protection to new BS EN

62305:2008 standards and Cenelec Codes

Concrete Building Inspections

Stone Technical Services identifies vital
repair work associated with reinforced
concrete structures which require regular
inspections, especially those exposed to
aggressive atmospheric or weather
conditions. 

Our inspections manage aspects such as
maintenance problems, which includes
carbonisation, shrinkage, fissures and cracks,
accelerated corrosion of reinforcement and
possible delaminating 
of cover to rebar.

Internal inspections are also important where
conditions are acidic, generated by gas
filtration to the inner windshield. Any
maintenance or remedial works carried out by
Stone ensures that the structure has the
maximum safe lifecycle.

Areas covered include: 
� Structural/surveys 
� Concrete repair 
� Fracture injection repair systems and

refractory systems 
� Steel linings replaced or repaired 
� Gas seal repair and renewal

High Bridge Maintenance

Stone Technical Services regularly carries
out detailed bridge inspections using
specialist access equipment for general
maintenance inspections or extensive
repair projects.

Our experienced bridge technicians carry out a
range of masonry inspection services checking
for issues such as loose or spalling materials
and misalignment, erosion, corrosion, weather
damage and structural faults - all of which can
pose health and safety risks.

We can also complete full material inspections
of steelwork, joints, welds, insulation and
weather cladding.

Full written reports with photos and details of
any suggested maintenance will be submitted,
as required.

High Rise Building Inspections

Stone Technical Services provides a
specialised access for tall buildings
whether for inspection, alteration or
maintenance purposes.

High and awkward structures require careful
access procedures in line with health and
safety laws.

Stone carries out full materials inspections of
steelwork, joints, welds, insulation and weather
cladding, providing full written reports with
photos and details of any suggested
maintenance to allow for budget planning.

Stone carries services including: -
� Carbonation
� Core drilling
� Reinforcement location tests on concrete
� Masonry inspection checking for loose 

or spalling materials or misalignment,
erosion or corrosion, weather damage 
and structural faults

� Concrete repairs
� Crack stitching
� Helifix systems
� Surveys 
� Cover metre graphic surveys
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a c c r e d i tat i o n s

English Heritage
Recent Projects: Howden Minster, Rievaulx
Abbey, St James, Heckmondwike, 37 Tanner
Row, York, Middleham Castle, Fountains Abbey,
Hemsley Castle, Barden Tower, Sockburn Hall,
St Thomas Beckett Ruins, Heptonstall

RoSPA
Stone Technical is a member of RoSPA, the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents. Rospa is a
registered charity established over 90 years ago and
is actively involved in the promotion of safety and the
prevention of accidents in all areas of life - at work, in
the home, and on the roads, in schools, at leisure
and on (or near) water.

Safecontractor
Stone Technical Services is a member of Safecontractor, a
health and safety scheme designed to help improve the safety
record of companies operating in a range of industries.

SAFEcontractor is a programme that recognises exceptionally
high standards of health and safety amongst UK contractors.

The status enhances a company's ability to attract new
contracts and insurers view the accreditation as an
outstanding commitment to safety.

The system is operated by international health, safety and

Quality Management Standards ISO9001
Stone Technical Services meets the required
standards for the Quality Management
Standards ISO9001, an internationally-
recognised standard for business
management, which ensures that businesses
are operating to the same standards of
meeting customers requirements.

National Trust
Recent Projects: Beningbrough Hall, Gibson Mill,
Maister House, Nostell Priory, East Riddlesden Hall,
Ormesby Hall, Malham Tarn House, Fountains Abbey,
Nunnington Hall, Lindisfarne Castle, 4 Stonegate -
York, 43 Stonegate - York, Gibside Column of Liberty,
Fountains Hall

Health and Safety Executive
Stone is committed to the ongoing development
and implementation of the most up-to-date health
and safety legislations and attends local seminars
and events organised by the Health and Safety
Executive which works to protect people against
risks to health or safety arising out of work activities.

Furse
Stone works closely with Furse, the market leader
in lightning protection and earthing with a 100
year reputation offering electronic systems
protection and earthing and lightning protection.
All of Stone's staff are trained to Furse standards.

Federation of Master Builders
Stone is an accredited member of the Federation of
Master Builders which is the recognised sign of
quality in the building industry.

It is the largest trade association in the UK building
industry and protects the interests of small and
medium sized building firms.

Members must meet strict criteria to join and work to
a stringent code of practice.

Construction Skills Certification Scheme
All of Stone's staff work to Construction Skills
Certification Scheme standards. CSCS was
established to help improve standards and reduce
accidents in the construction sector.

CSCS cards are increasingly demanded as proof
of competence in the construction industry and
are held by all Stone staff.

environmental risk management specialists, the National
Britannia Group, and is applicable to many sectors including
property, facilities management, retail and leisure and food
manufacture.

To become a SAFEcontractor, businesses must undergo a
strict vetting process which examines health and safety
procedures and their track record for safe practice.
Companies meeting the high standards required are then
included on a database, accessible to registered users
seeking to vet specific contractors before engaging them.

Exor
Exor was established in 1997 to provide an efficient,
outsourced supply chain service to public and private
sector organisations. It delivers business opportunities and
procurement efficiencies by bringing together suppliers and
buyers through developing the relationships in the supply
chain to reduce inefficiency, cost and risk. exor works with
thousands of suppliers, from small to large, to ensure they
are compliant and help them win business.

Stone Federation of Great Britain
Membership proofs competence, training
and track record of quality projects and
most importantly expertise.
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Sperian
Sperian (Bacou-Dalloz) is a world leader in personal protective
equipment and global supplier of a unique range of products
covering all of individual protection from head to foot.

Sperian Protection is committed to protecting men and women

ATLAS
Stone Technical Services is a member of ATLAS, the Association
of Technical Lightning and Access Specialists.

Formerly the National Federation of Master Steeplejacks and
Lightning Conductor Engineers, ATLAS is a trade association of
employers whose companies are engaged in the working at
height industry.

Members work in a variety of fields including the installation and

BSI British Standards
Stone is recognised by the BSI British Standards and works to
their strict guidelines. Part of the BSI Group, BSI British
Standards is the UK's National Standards Body and was the first
global standards organisation.

BSI represents UK economic and social interests across all of
the European and international standards organisations for
companies of all sizes and sectors.

QBM - an autonomous Division of SFS intec
"Single point responsibility" is the latest statement from the building
industry. Enabling Clients, Architects and Main Contractors to have
one place to refer to should problems arise on a build.

Soter Safety Line Systems have been designed with this in mind -
to help give contractors wider appeal to their customers.

As in any roofing system, there is a correct method of construction
and, if your company have the ability to perform these methods,

Constructionline

Stone is a member of Constructionline, the UK register of pre-
qualified construction services. It is the largest certified
pre-qualification online database contractors and consultants,
saving the construction industry over £500 million a year in
administration.

It is used by over 60% of local authorities, saving time and
money by encouraging organisations to use a single source for
pre-qualification.

Constructionline is a public private partnership between the
Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
(formerly the DTI) and Capita Business Services.

The Contractor Health and Safety assessment scheme
(CHAS)

The Contractor Health and Safety assessment scheme
(CHAS) has been developed by local authority health and
safety and procurement professionals, with the support of the
Health and Safety Executive.

Stone is a member of the scheme, which is available for use
by any public and private sector organisations to use when
shortlisting contractors, suppliers and consultants who apply
to work for them. 
It provides information about the health and safety part of their
application.

Members must meet standards in areas such as technical ability,
equalities, insurance cover, environment and health and safety.

"I have completed my review of your submission and am very pleased
to advise that you have demonstrated full compliance with the CHAS
standards.

Your submission was of a very high quality and demonstrated an
impressive commitment to a proactive health and safety culture within
your company.

I would like to express my appreciation for the commitment and
preparation you have put in to your submission. It was very thorough
and 'reader friendly' to follow."

Brian Peirce, CHAS assessor

Its aim is to improve efficiencies for buyers and suppliers in the
construction industry, specifically by reducing the duplication of work
and administration relating to the process of pre-qualifying suppliers
for construction contracts.

A range of organisations, from public sector bodies such as the NHS,
local authorities, police and universities, to private sector businesses
such as major contractors, small construction firms and consultants,
use this service.

Constructionline is open to public and private sector organisations
and endorsed by the Department of Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform.

The OGC Common Minimum Standards and The Local Government
Task Force also recommend using Constructionline as part of the 
pre-qualification and tendering process.

BSI British Standards works with manufacturing and service
industries, businesses, governments and consumers to implement
and meet British, European and international standards.

The group works closely with the UK government, primarily through
the Department for Innovation, University and Skills (DIUS).

BSI British Standards is a non-profit organisation, which means that
any profits are reinvested into the services it provides.

maintenance of lightning protection systems, earthing design and
the preservation of high rise buildings, industrial chimneys and
churches.

As a professional ATLAS member, clients choosing Stone Technical
Services can be reassured that the installation on their site will be
safe and carried out to the highest standards. ATLAS sets the
trading standards for the industry, which requires that all members
provide the highest possible service.

exposed to risks in all types of industries and work environments,
meeting the wide variety of workers' safety needs. Combining
advanced technology, comfort and ergonomic features, Sperian
Protection offers the most complete line of personal protective
equipment from its international leading brands.

and are proven and certified by OEM or designer, then you have a
greater chance of winning the contract.

The Soter Safety Line System is a tried and tested system which can
be installed by you, or by our experienced team of installers.

Designed and conforms to EN795 The Soter Safety Line System
can be warranted for 20 years*. All components are made from
Grade 304 or A4 marine standard stainless steel to give you total
piece of mind.
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